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ABSTRACT 
Large dynamic graphs are popular and are used in areas like social sites, bio-informatics etc. Huge memory is required to load 
large graph. Therefore partitioning of large graphs is important in graph analysis. Dynamic updating of the graph can be done 
with different sub graphs of a large dynamic graph. Different methods of partitioning worked on static graphs. New methods of 
partitioning can be achieved through combinations of available methods. The proposed work will analyze the large dynamic 
graph by partitioning it. Also the system will update graph when multiple nodes and edges will be inserted or deleted at 
runtime. Certain works also focus on generating overlapped nodes in sub graphs. A method to represent large graph in abstract 
view is also be proposed. 
Keywords:- edge insertion, graph partitions, large dynamic graphs, sub-graph 

1.INTRODUCTION  
Large graphs contain thousands of nodes and edges. They are much complicated as nodes and edges are connected in 
complex manner. Dynamic graphs are changing with time as different nodes and edges go on adding in graphs. As 
large dynamic graphs are of compound data structure, such graphs require too much processing of networks and 
knowledge of a structure of the graph. Loading these graphs with common hardware is quite difficult. Memory usage is 
more to load such graphs. It is very complicated to comment on accurate size and structure of a large graph as it 
changes periodically. Large graph analysis starts with separation of the corresponding graph into many small parts 
called as sub graph. As whole graph cannot be loaded into memory for processing at particular time one must make 
partitions of Large Graphs. Once graphs are partitioned to analyze, certain operations like updating graphs after 
node/edge deletion/insertion can be done. These methods of updating large dynamic graphs also focus on sub graphs, 
that any node/edge insertion or deletion in sub graph should also be reflected in main large dynamic graph.  Graph 
partitioning problems are of NP-hard problem type. Heuristics and approximation algorithms can solve these problems 
related with partitioning. For tree and grids there are no approximation algorithms that they can solve partitioning 
problem.  Important applications of graph partitioning are scientific computing and task scheduling in multi-processor 
systems. Recently, the graph partitioning is becoming important due to its applications for clustering and finding the 
cliques in pathological, social and biological networks. Sparse Linear Systems and Partial differentiation equations can 
be solved using graph partitioning methods. The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives Introduction about 
Dynamic Graph partitioning. Section 2 introduces related works. Section 3 explains proposed system working. Section 
4 Datasets used for graph partitioning. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2.RELATED WORK  
Different works focused on the graph partitioning. Static graph partitioning problem is solved by using different 
algorithms of simple graph partitioning. A try of decreasing memory usage is achieved with some methods [7]. Yet the 
large dynamic graph partitioning i.e. finding different sub graphs of large graphs is under development [19]. Updating 
large dynamic graphs as their nodes or edges appear or disappear in network with time is one of the proposed working 
to be completed [18]. 
2.1Graph Partitioning Methods 
Graph partitioning is important to analyze different large dynamic graphs into their smaller forms. Good graph 
partitioning is one in which smaller number of edges are there in sub graphs i.e. sub graphs with maximum nodes and 
less edges.  Uniform graph partitioning is a graph partitioning that consists of dividing a graph into sub graphs, where 
the sub graphs are of nearly the same size and there are fewer connections between edges. There are different methods 
which can help in partitioning of graphs Local and Global partitioning. The Kernighan–Lin algorithm[14] 
and Fiduccia-Mattheyses[1] algorithm are local methods. Whereas the global methods rely on properties of the entire 
graph not on the initial partition of graphs. Spectral partitioning is method of Global partitioning. 
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2.1.1The Kernighan–Lin algorithm 
The Kernighan-Lin Algorithm is older one but it is frequently found in use combined with other methods. This method 
is an optimization of a benefit function Q, which predicts the difference between the number of edges in the modules 
and the number of edges lying in between them. The starting point of graph is the starting partition of the graph in two 
sub graphs of the predefined size: Initial partition can be a random partition of the graph structure. Subsets having 
same number of nodes are interchanged any sub set may have only one vertex. Some swapping are also arranged to 
decrease the Q function. After swapping largest Q value is selected and used as new starting point for new iteration. 
The Kernighan-Lin algorithm is fast, complexity is O(n2 log n) (n = number of vertices), Constant number of iterations 
should occur there. In sparse graphs, quite different heuristic permits for lower complexity as O (n2). Initial 
configuration is important for this kind of partitioning. This algorithm has been extended [2] to extract partitions in 
any number of sub graphs; however the run-time and storage costs increase rapidly with the number of clusters. This is 
not for community detection as it does not provide input in the form of sub graphs. Also unknown sizes of sub graphs 
can create problem. 
2.1.2Spectral Bisection Method 
Spectral Bisection is used when entire graph partitioning is to be performed. This method uses Adjacency matrix and 
diagonal Matrix. Repeated bisection method is used to get the graph partitioning yet satisfactory results are difficult to 
achieve. Drawback of this method is that minimum graph sizes or cut points are unknown [4]. Minimum cut 
partitioning fails if the number of communities gets partitioned, when partition sizes are unknown. Optimizing cut 
size of group sizes puts all vertices in the same group. Cut size may be the wrong thing to minimize when good 
divisions are not with small number of edges between communities. 
2.1.3Multilevel Partitioning 
Multilevel partitioning is frequently solved with repetitive bisection method. Graph is partitioned into two parts 
consisting same number of nodes. Again these two sub graphs are partitioned into their sub graphs by dividing nodes 
into same two parts. The graph G is first grained to a few hundred vertices then a bisection of this very smaller graph is 
computed, and then this partitioning is projected back to the original graph by periodically cleansing the partitioning 
[6]. 

 
Fig. 1 Multilevel Partitioning [3] 

2.1.4Hierarchical Partitioning  
Hierarchical Partitioning provides the abstractions of the graphs when we have to see full graph. Hierarchical 
presentation with tree structure gives the abstraction of parts of large graphs [20]. Loading graph in tree structure and 
then visualizing its different components are shown here.  Algorithms to load nodes, designing basic tree structures and 
some partitioning methods are used.  Many of the methods do not integrate the relation between nodes after hierarchy 
generation. They do not use proper data structure hence they are limited to main memory only. Issues of managing 
graph hierarchies efficiently are not solved. 

 
Fig.2 Graph Hierarchy and tree structure [20] 
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Some graph partitioning methods express multi-criteria optimization problem that can be solved by above mentioned 
local methods. Game theoretic framework is the best example where each node makes a decision on the partition it 
selects 
2.2Graph Partitioning in GMine System 
Jose F. Rodrigues et. al. [18]  has worked on analyzing graphs. Graph analyzing includes methods as Graph 
Partitioning, Graph Summarization.  
i.Graph Partitioning: 

The Graph Partitioning problem for graph G, having E edges and V vertices. It is possible to decompose G into smaller 
components with specific properties. It is also called as K-way partitioning which divides the vertex set into k-sub 
graphs. Graph partitioning is the technique that divides graph into uniform sub graphs. 
ii.Graph Summarization 
Once the large graph is partitioned into small sub graphs some technique is needed to analyze these sub graphs. center 
piece sub graph is graph summarization method which locally inspect the sub graph. A center piece sub graph (CEPS) 
contains the collection of paths connecting a subset of nodes of interest. It can discover a collection of paths rather than 
a single path. CEPS [21] method uses Random Walk with Restart (RWR) to calculate an importance score between 
graph nodes. Random Walk refers to stochastic process where the position of entity in a given time depends on its 
position at some previous time. Another approach MING Approach[22] extends center piece subgraph idea to disk 
resident graphs and to the entity relationship database context providing the I- Rank measure to capture the 
informativeness of related nodes. 
iii. Graph Visualization 
Graph visualization technique provides a visual environment or tool to visualize large graphs using hierarchical 
representation, clustering or animation 
2.3 Need of the proposed system 
Dynamic Graph partitioning is an efficient way to analyze the large graphs. This reduces the overall memory usage to 
load large graphs. Overlapping of sub graph nodes is recognized, to notice repetition of nodes in sub graphs. This can 
help to get different nodes and their relations with other nodes in different sub graphs. Deletion and insertion of nodes 
or edges is also analyzed to update the graph dynamically. 

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM 
3.1  Graph Partitioning 
Large Dynamic Graph Partitioning is used to partition graph into sub graphs. In real systems each node after partition 
belongs to a sub graph. Loading large graph in memory becomes difficult. So we have to divide graph into partitions 
i.e. sub graphs.  
 

 
Fig. 3 Working of the proposed system  

Steps for partitioning the graph:[19] 
1. Read the dataset D 
2. Calculate set of adjacent vertices of each vertex available in dataset (Dependent Sets) 
3. Calculate size of dependent sets and find limits of dependent sets 
4. Calculate partitions by considering largest set first till all vertices are covered 
5. Store partitions and dependent sets  

3.2 Updating Large Dynamic Graphs 
A simple implementation is to recompute the number of nodes/edges after each insertion/deletion methods. Such simple 
implementation is costly when the graph is very large. A new efficient algorithm can help to update a dynamic graph 
with new node/edges or removed nodes/edges. Only particular nodes will need to update their degrees when the graph 
is changed by inserting/deleting an edge. The complexity of algorithm is independent of the graph size [18]. Finally, 
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wide experiments can be done over both real-world large graphs and different datasets, and the results will express the 
achievements of graph updations. 
4. DATASETS  
Some real world datasets are as follows, Wikipedia is a massive static social network dataset which is very large. Such 
database cannot be completely accessed in internal memory. Hence different nodes of these large graphs can be loaded 
in memory. The datasets like Flickr and Youtube are real world dynamic social network datasets where the temporal 
information of each edge is available. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The existing graph partitioning methods requires excessive processing. Uniform Graph partitioning method is not 
flexible for large graph. Multilevel Graph partitioning cannot be used for Dynamic Graph Partitioning. GMine System 
and analysis of large dynamic graph has explained tree structures formations to partition graph, but tree structures 
don’t have specific data structure. Overlapped partitions of static graphs are analyzed in some methods. The proposed 
method addresses the issue of incomplete main memory by partitioning the large graph and storing the partitions on the 
disk. 
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